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Abstract
A basic security requirement of big data storage is to guarantee the confidentiality of the data. Due to rapid growth in
the multiuser communication on the cloud infrastructure, the reliability of the data sets is growing rapidly. Several
significant data are subjected to achieve the privacy and security. By using the proposed three planning mechanism,
the security can be achieved, they are anonymity, multiple receiver and conditional sharing. Using anonymity can
hide the sender and receiver information details. In multiple receiver, by giving category the receiver can access the
sender data before that admin check the condition to share the data. If the authorized receiver means the admin can
allow the receiver to access the data. The data encryption standard (DES) and message digest (MD5) algorithm for
encrypting the data and also used advanced encryption standard (AES) for Re-encrypt the data for high security. The
re-encrypted data will be placed in hadoop server, whenever the user wants cipher text will be shared based on
conditional sharing mechanism. Finally the data will be decrypted by the legitimate user. By implementing these
algorithms the data from HDFS can be retrieved in fastest manner and hence, the time required for the proposed
system to fetch the data is reduced compared to the existing system.
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1. Introduction
Big data is the collection of large data sets and its difficult to process the data. The dataset which exceeds storage
capacity of terabyte are considered to be big data. Some of challenges are capture, storage, search, analysis, sharing
etc. The sources of big data are social media, marketing, sensor data, mobile GPS data, scientific data etc. Big data
offers, Increase in storage capabilities. Increase in processing power, Availability of data. Security in big data
addresses the challenges presented by big data. Application software security: use the secure version of open source
software. Account monitoring and control: manage the account for big data users. Secure configuration for hardware and software: build servers based on security for all systems in organizations big data architecture.

The organizations choose to upload their data to Hadoop since the hadoop supports considerable data storage service but also efficient data processing capability. It falls under the concept of cloud. Cloud computing describes a type of outsourcing of computer services. The idea behind cloud computing is similar: The user can simply use storage, computing power, or specially crafted development environments, without having to worry how these work internally. Cloud computing is usually Internet-based computing. The cloud is a metaphor for the Internet based on how the internet is described in computer network diagrams; which means it is an abstraction hiding the complex infrastructure of the internet. It is a style of computing in which IT-related capabilities are provided “as a service”, allowing users to access technology-enabled services from the Internet ("in the cloud") without knowledge of, or control over the technologies behind these servers.

Cloud Computing is a paradigm in which information is permanently stored in servers on the Internet and cached temporarily on clients that include computers, laptops, handhelds, sensors, etc." Cloud computing is a general concept that utilizes software as a service (SaaS), such as Web 2.0 and other technology trends, all of which depend on the Internet for satisfying users' needs.

For example, Google Apps provides common business applications online that are accessed from a web browser, while the software and data are stored on the Internet servers.

Some of related papers are referred such as,

The main idea of this paper, is to place as little trust and reveal as little information to the proxy as necessary to allow it to perform its translations. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) allows a proxy to convert a cipher text to be encrypted under a key which will be provided by sender.\(^1\)

An application called atomic proxy re-encryption, in which a semi-trusted proxy converts a cipher text for Alice into a cipher text for Bob Without seeing the underlying plaintext. The present new re-encryption schemes that realize a stronger notion of security, the usefulness of proxy re-encryption as a method of adding access control to a secure file system.\(^2\) The sender will be provided with unique key whenever he/she want to send the data to the receiver. The id which is given to sender is used for encrypt the data.\(^3\)

The Alice have to send message to bob. In which the selective id, user attributes and identities are used for generating keys, such keys are used for encrypting the data. The generated key will be in constant size.\(^4\) The algorithm called
MD5, DES and AES is used to encrypt the patient records, so patients' details will be kept safe by this the security and privacy of patient data will be achieved. The scheme of proxy re-encryption with deterministic finite automata is used. The data will be encrypted based on DFA of index string. The proxy cannot view plain text in encryption and decryption mechanism. The plain text is unknown to proxy. The technique called multihop-identity based conditional proxy re-encryption is used to secure the data against ciphertext attacks.

The importance of algorithm for calculating the accuracy while handling and clustering the data. The representation of data based on clustering techniques and methodologies, shows significance management of big data. The account of validating data while handling dataset by means clustering technique is done, shows validating of data is plays a vital role in big data. The process of extracting the optimal cluster from the given dataset, shows how to extract the relevant data. The process of providing immediate results to the patient based on the user question and disease.

2. Proposed System Architecture:

In the Proposed system the novel notion called password based encryption with hashing techniques are used. This technique helps to preserve the anonymity for ciphertext sender/receiver, conditional data sharing and recipient-update. The ciphertext will be re-encrypted with the help of hash value. With the help of hashing technique, the generated key length will be more, so its hard to intruder to hack the data. The fig 1 shows that how the user given plain text is processed and placed in the hadoop server after encryption process and how the user receives their original result based on the conditional sharing mechanism.

Fig: Proposed System Architecture.

All these process can be implemented using MD5, DES and AES algorithms. The proposed system architecture includes,

- Collect Data & Data Encryption
- Multiple receiver update
Conditional sharing

Data Access and Evaluation

2.1 Collect Data & Data Encryption:

The process starts with collecting the patient dataset. The dataset will be collected using following links,

http://worldwidescience.org/topicpages/p/patau+syndrome+trisomy.html

http://biotext.berkeley.edu/data/dis_treat_data/labeled_sentences_for_each_relation/only_dis

In that patient dataset, it contains some attributes such as name, age, gender, month, location and symptoms of the patient’s disease. Once the dataset has been chosen, it should be tokenized. The tokenization process includes removing unwanted symbols.

Algorithm for pre-processing dataset:

Input: Dataset D

Output: Tokenisation(D)

Tokenize(d, delimit(,));

For(int i=0;i<=n; i++) //where n is the number of records in the dataset
{
If(i="null" or i="unwanted symbols")
Remove (i);
}

For encryption algorithm called MD5 and DES is used. First to generate a salt (random): 8 bytes. Then Key Generation Starts here. Need to append the salt to the password. Further hash the data using MD5 as a result 16 byte hash will be generated. In that first 8 bytes is the key and next is the initialization vector. Then Pad the input string with 1-8 bytes. By using that here one key is generated. To the next encrypt the input string using DES and encode using Base 64 Encode.

Again for re-encryption AES is used. The key must be generated. Get the key value by converting the key into bytes. By using key specification, get the key value and apply AES. Then convert into cipher by using the cipher instance of AES. Initialization vector is processed. Encryption will be done using the key. Then byte Data To Encrypt. In this input string is convert into byte data. That byte data has been ciphered. After BASE64Encoder() is used for encode the plaintext. As a result Encrypted data will be obtained. For decryption, the encrypted data form the hadoop server
will undergone process with decryption of MD5 and DES, it includes Base64 decode the input message. Extract the salt (first 8 bytes).

The rest is the encoded text. Use derived key generation as in Encrypt above to get the key. Decrypt the encoded text using key. Finally by remove padding the decrypted result will be obtained. Again decrypted result will be re-decrypted with AES. Process includes Get the key and key value. Convert value into bytes using Secret KeySpec then Get the cipher instance using Cipher.getInstance. The initialization vector is processing using Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE. For get the decoded value apply base 64 encoder. Finally the decoded plaintext of cipher text will be obtained.

**Anonymity**

Once the encryption is completed, the encrypted data will be stored in HDFS. The stored data is then shared among the multiple receiver. In this process the details of sender and receiver who communicates will be hided to ensure the security.

### 2.2 Multiple Receivers Communication

In this process multiple number of receivers are there to share their details such as profiles, id, password, and category to the senders.

Each and every receivers will be provided with unique id and password inorder to maintain the security. Category defines the data in which receiver is going to receive information, so with the help of unique id and key receivers can receive their information.

**Algorithm for multiple receivers communication**

```java
For (int i=0; i<=n; i++)
{
    Register (cloud);
    Update (profile);
    Anonymize (sensitive Attribute);
    Generate (unique ID);
    Generate random number=unique id;
    Update Profile;
    Send to Owner;
}```
2.3 Conditional Sharing

Once the Multiple receiver updation is completed, conditional sharing mechanism will be processed. In this approach conditional sharing takes place based on the user's category, received data category and their unique key. If all the conditions are satisfied then the user can able to receive the data in the encrypted form. This mechanism helps to ensure up to the maximum level security.

Algorithm for conditional sharing

```
For (int i=0; i<=n; i++)
{
    Receive (Multiple receiver details);
    Share data ();
    Share data ();
    
    If (receiver category satisfies condition or matched with patient category)
    
    Receive cipher text from owner;
}
```

2.4 Data Access and Evaluation

Receiver can access the data only if they are authenticated. The retrieved data will be in encrypted format. Once the receiver gets the key from the sender and decrypts the data and then can view their original data as needed. Evaluation of performance is based on encryption and decryption time of existing and proposed systems.

Algorithm for data access and evaluation:

```
For (int i=0; i<=n; i++)
{
    Get keys from owner;
    Decrypt();
    Access data;
```
2.5 Privacy Preserving Security Algorithms

A. DES Algorithm

The DES (Data Encryption Standard) is an encryption algorithm to encrypt the data. DES works on bits, or binary numbers in the form of 0s and 1s. In this paper, the patient data is encrypted in the form of 0s and 1s.

B. Message digest5 Algorithm

In this paper, we are using Message Digest5 (MD5) for encrypting the patient data. The encrypted data of patients are in the form of 0s and 1s.

C. AES Algorithm

In this paper, AES algorithm is used for re-encryption and decryption. In Re-encryption the encrypted data will be encrypted again. In decryption, the encrypted data will be changed to the original format.

3. Results and Discussion

This section provides calculation for the experiments performed in this paper for better understanding of the underlying validation scheme.

Input: Patient dataset. Output: Filtered data

The fig 3.1 shows the experimental analysis of how the dataset has been collected and displayed.

![Fig 3.1 Experimental result for data collection.](image)

The fig 3.2 shows the experimental analysis of how data has been encrypted using MD5 and DES and re-encrypt using AES algorithm for all the attributes.
Fig 3.2 Experimental result for encryption and Re-encryption for all attributes.

The fig 3.3 shows the experimental analysis of how the multiple receiver details are received.

Fig 3.3 Experimental result for multiple receiver update.
The fig 3.4 shows the experimental analysis of conditional sharing mechanism and how the user has been authenticated.

![Fig 3.4 Experimental result of conditional sharing mechanism.](image)

The fig 3.5 shows the experimental analysis for how the data is decrypted and accessed in receiver side.

![Fig 3.5 Experimental result for data accessing in receiver side.](image)

4. Performance Analysis

The performance analysis shows that how the proposed system works better when compared to existing system. The fig 4.1, fig 4.2 clearly shows that proposed system algorithm reduces the time taken for processing the data for both receivers, which shown in the graph.

![Fig 4.1 Performance analysis of proposed algorithm based on execution time (receiver 1).](image)
5. Conclusion

- The Proposed System proposes a privacy-preserving ciphertext multi-sharing mechanism to achieve better improvement and privacy.
- It combines the merits of proxy re-encryption with anonymous technique in which a ciphertext can be securely and conditionally shared multiple times without leaking both the knowledge of underlying message and the identity information of ciphertext senders/recipients.
- Furthermore, this project shows that the new primitive is secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks in the standard model. As conditional sharing mechanism provides more accuracy. As strong encryption mechanisms are used, the security of data is enhanced properly.
- It can be applicable to many real-world applications, such as secure email forwarding, electronic encrypted data sharing, where both anonymity and flexible encrypted data sharing are needed.

5.1 Future Enhancement

- In future the method called as threshold proxy re-encryption scheme can be used.
- This scheme integrated with decentralized erasure code which formulated a secure distributed storage system. This system not only supports storing and retrieving in secure manner, but also supports forwarding messages from one storage server to another server without retrieving. The main technique implemented here is, encoding the encrypted messages, forwarding methods as well as decryption. Serial actions of our proposed system is encrypting, encoding, and forwarding. The proposed system provides copy of robustness data in all storage servers and which allow more flexible.
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